
 
 

SPRING 2019 
SCULPTURE MARATHON 

 
Instructor:   Brandt Junceau   
Class Hours:   9am-1pm ; 2pm-6pm  
Dates:               Tuesday, January 22 - Saturday, January 26 

Monday, January 28 – Friday, February 1, 2019 
Contact Info:    Program office  
 
Course Description  
Some of us consider the head the basic unit of sculpture.  It’s the one piece of the body that can stand in for the rest, and the one 

part that we consider a likeness of the whole. 

Let’s say the old-fashioned mounted bust is a unit of one plus a fraction; a decimal of 1.xxx, more or less; the head plus some 

body and molding, etc.  How does one get to a clean unit of 1.000?  It’s practical problem with wide philosophical implications.  

At 1.000, is the “head” an “object”?    

The aggregate mission of western sculpture is presence.  Does the head at 1.000 open a fresh path to presence?   Giacometti, 

famously, wrote a tale of a death vigil (it really happened, as a young man traveling alone from Switzerland to Italy; a fellow 

traveler died suddenly and Giacometti sat overnight with the body).  Before he knew what to do with it, he had seen the human 

thing.  A person become object.  Over the years following he trafficked between “present” and “matter.”  For just so long, some 

of western Europe’s most advanced work on the question of human being, condition, self and other was investigated by a guy in 

jacket and tie, hands on a lump of clay.  

That can be art, and that artist can be us. 

This Marathon concentrates on concepts of life and ‘head,” and the techniques of mold-making, variation and development: how, 
nuts-and-bolts, to make ideas into objects and vice versa. 
 
Course Outline 
We begin at a point between naturalism and “the object.”  Starting with the skull.  Each student pours a life-size plaster skull 
from a mold.  The plaster castings are the basis of a “head-object.”  In the course of adding to and cutting away the cast plaster, 
we discuss problems of how to dissociate the object from the body (these pieces will be neck and shoulder-less), and how to 
place and orient this thing without the body.  We’ll review those issues in brief slide talks.  The first talk leads from the early 20C 
naturalistic bust, to Rilke’s essay on sculpture-as-thing, and to Brancusi’s early detached heads.  How to and why to, and where 
does it get us.  
 
At the end of the first week, we make a flexible rubber mold from the work in progress.  From that you get the basic know-how 
for mold-making in your independent work.  That first mold is the means of outward development.  By a sequence of molds, and 
castings, the states-in-progress multiply.  Your work moves forward while retaining your threshold points of departure.  In the 
second week, brief morning slide lectures continue almost daily; on the “post/anti-classical head,” “the irrational head,” “the 
inchoate head,” and “the unified head,” each of which is an ongoing ready point of departure today.  The class is intended as a 
working seminar.  We talk as we work.  A group review of progress takes place on the second to last day, and appointments will 
be made then for individual reviews on the last.  
 
Learning Outcomes  
We’ll start with a plaster casting from a life-size skull, which will introduce you to basic casting technique.  You’ll get basic 
modelling and carving skills in plaster as we work on that initial casting.  When the first state is ready, you will learn how to 
make a flexible mold, and cast from your first state.  That puts a lot of hands-on technique in your hands early in the term, so you 
have it at the ready, for your work ongoing. 
 
In conceptual terms, we look at the historical moment when Sculpture went over a line into the world of ordinary things.  Young 
Brancusi was there, and posed thought-experiments that led from the Sleeping Muse to Beginning of the World.  The field is open 
today.  Next, we identify conceptual departure points, and push off from them. 
 



We learn the practical method of making one thing from another (mold making and casting), and the conceptual development of 
one thing to another.  The core outcome is making “thinking” and “making” the same thing.  Things become thoughts and thoughts 
are made things.  As artists, that’s our core business. 
 
 
Evaluation and Grading  
Grading is on a High Pass/Pass/Low Performance/Fail basis for MFA students. 
There are two points on which progress can be definitely understood: the first and second states of the “head-object.” The 
students’ acquisition of technical know-how is tested by their success in moving from the first to second state, but the School intends 
to give students the means to employ technique independently, rather than manufacturing good technicians.  Student’s possession 
of historical context will be observed in their contribution to discussion.  The highest marks would go to an artist who understands 
the historical basis of the modern head, has posed a meaningful and communicative first state head-object and moved it forward 
in a second state, and if time has allowed, further.   
 
 
SUGGESTED Readings and Resources  
(This list will supplement the required readings distributed in class by the instructor.) 

• The Modern Sculpture Reader, Wood, Hulks, Potts, Getty Publishing, 2007. The Rilke, Rosso, Stokes, Tucker and Nauman 
chapters, specifically.  I recommend purchase of this book, and Tucker’s Language of Sculpture, below. 

• The Language of Sculpture, William Tucker, Thames & Hudson, 1985. 

• Brancusi, a Study of the Sculpture, Sidney Geist, Grossman, 1968.   

• Brancusi, Sidney Geist, Guggenheim Museum, 1969.  Rare case of an institution going outside the staff/academic pool 
for exhibition catalog essays, and so much the better for it. 

• Brancusi photographer, Agrinde Publications Ltd, 1979.   

• The Sculpture of Edgar Degas, Charles W Millard, Princeton University Press, 1976.  Best intro to the sculpture.  Not 
focused on the head, per se, but his dancer and Portrait heads are key. 

• Epstein, the Arts Council Memorial Exhibition, Shenval Press, 1961.  Hard to find good reading on sometimes amazing, 
frequently crass portraits, by underappreciated sculptor. 

• Giacometti, a Biography in Pictures, Reinhold Hohl, Hatje 1998.  

• Alberto Giacometti, Traces of a Friendship, Ernst Schiedegger, Schiedegger& Spiess, 2013. 

• The Sculptures of Houdon, HH Arnason, Oxford University Press, 1975.  All you need to read, plus the best pictures in 
print. 

• Hans Josephson, Gerhard Mack, Schiedegger & Spiess, 2005. 

• The Sculpture of Henri Matisse, Alicia Legg, MoMA, 1972.   

• Marino Marini, Raffaele Carrieri, Edizioni Milione, 1948.  Best reference to Marini portraits. 

• Henry Moore, James Johnson Sweeney, MoMA (Simon and Schuster) 1946.   

• With Henry Moore, Gemma Levine, Times Books, 1978.  These picto-biographical books are sometimes more informative 
as to how things actually got done, and why and by whom, than the monographs. 

• Bruce Nauman, Coosje van Bruggen, Rizzoli, 1988.  Published just before his life-cast works appeared but still an 
effective introduction to his work. 

• The Sculpture of Picasso, Roland Penrose, MoMA, 1967.  First published basic reference. 

• Picasso Sculpture, Maler, Perdrisot, Lowery,MoMA, 2015.  Updated basic. 

• Picasso Vue Par Brassai, Musee Picasso, 1987. Excellent overview of the period, with heads of Marie-Therese and Dora 
Maar in the studio.  

• Rodin Sculpture and Drawings, Catherine Lampert, Arts Council, distributed through Yale University Press, 1986.   

• Rodin, Catherine Lampert, others, Thames & Hudson, 2006.   

• Rodin et l’Extreme-Orient, Musee Rodin, 1979.  First thorough publication of the Hanako heads.  Good immediate 
context of the heads, but the Kolbe Museum book is more to the point. 

• Auguste Rodin und Madame Hanako, Julia Wallner, others, Wienand, 2016.  Fundamental 20th century probe of 
likeness, character and matter of the face and head.   

• The Sculpture of Auguste Rodin, John L Tancock, David R Godine, Publisher, 1976.  Good shots of good heads. 

• Rodin, Rainer Maria Rilke, from Where Silence reigns: Selected Prose, New Directions, 1978.   

• Medardo Rosso, Margaret Scolari Barr, Doubleday & Company, 1963.  Best overall monograph. 

• Medardo Rosso, Gloria Moure, Ediciones Poligrafa SA, 1997.  Good pictures, and selection of Rosso’s statements. 

• Medardo Rosso Second Impressions, Harry Cooper, Sharon Hecker, Yale, 2003.   

• Rosso, the Transient Form, Paola Mora, Skira, 2007.    

• William Tucker, Kunstmuseum Winterthur, 2016.  The one major contemporary artist in continuing active pursuit of our 
subject. 



 
 
Materials and supplies 
The list below is basic.  If you have worked with plaster you may already have some of these items, or recognize how to make do with 
equivalents.  Practically any and all forms of plaster/taping trowels are useful, for instance.  Practically any kind of flexible plastic 
pails, take out dishes, or cheap salad bowls may serve for mixing plaster, it is not essential but worthwhile to get yourself a real 
“breakout bowl” for small repeated mixes. 
 
Students should come prepared with: 

• Wooden modeling tools (Compleat Sculptor, Sculpture House, or equivalent).  Bring whatever you have.   

• Nicholson 10-inch half-round rasp, bastard-cut.  Or equivalent.  Stanley Sureforms are handy but lack the bite of a 
traditional rasp.   

• Farriers Rasp (you can get a cheap 12-14”one for under $10 online). 

• Double-ended (oval/oval, or oval/square) steel spatula tool (Compleat Sculptor, Sculpture House #71, for example).  

Bigger the better, to start.  You can always go smaller later. 

• One 1-inch putty knife.   

• One 4 to 6-inch taping “knife” (flat blade “putty” trowel or “spatula”). 

• Snap-blade utility knife (or equivalent). 

• Four 6-inch “C” clamps.  

• Small break-out bowl (Compleat Sculptor, Sculpture House, or equivalent) 

• Miscellaneous mixing flexible plastic bowls (at least two), or 1-gallon plastic paint pails. 

• Elephant Ear sponge (Compleat Sculptor, Sculpture House, or equivalent). 

• A couple pairs of (Blue) vinyl gloves are highly recommended.  Latex is flimsy. 

• Two 6-inch diameter cheap plastic funnels. 
 

The Studio School will supply: 

• 50 pounds USG Number One Moldlng Plaster. 

• 6 foot by 3 foot rough burlap. 

• 16-pound kit Polytek 74-30 Polyurethane mold rubber/student. 

• Mold release. 

• Butcher’s wax, or equivalent. 
 
 
School, Department & Class Policies  
Please refer to the Student Handbook for information regarding the School’s policies on academic integrity and plagiarism.  All 
students must abide by the general health and safety regulations laid out in the Student Handbook, as well as any specific 
instructions given by the Instructor.  
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